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Calculates the linear characteristics of a gyrotron. This program is
capable of:
1) calculating the starting current or frequency detuning for each
gyrotron mode.
2) generating mode spectra
3) plotting these linear characteristics as a function of device
parameters (e.g., beam voltage)
4) doing the above for any axial RF field profile
B. Compatibility
ANSI Standard FORTRAN IV, 1966, with some features of FORTRAN 77.
This program was written using the MULTICS operating system on the
Honeywell 68/DPS computer.
C. Limitations
1) The electron beam parameters are calculated assuming that adiabatic
theory is valid in the gun region [1].
2) The electron beam is assumed to be annular, azimuthally symmetric,
and to have no radial thickness. It is also monoenergtic and has
no velocity spread.
3) The cavity is assumed to be a cylindrical open resonator.
D. Method
The starting current of a gyrotron [2] can be written as:
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where QT is the total Q of the cavity, L. is the resonator frequency, me is the
relativistic electron mass, rL is the electron Larmor radius, S = w/K,,V,,, and
V11  and V are the electron beam's parallel and perpendicular velocity re-
spectively. The parameter lp represents the stored energy in the cavity
and contains the factor:
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E = I di g (2)
ZIN
where g(T) = axial. RF field profile
Z = K1 Z
ZIN, ZOUT = limits of the beam-field interaction
K11 = qK/L = axial wavenumber (K is a constant)
The variable G(r e) is the beam-field coupling term, and can be written as
follows depending on the structure of the field in the azimuthal direction:
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(Standing) G(re) = 0.25 Jn (KI r e) + m-n (Kire)] (3)
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(Rotating) G(re) = 0.5 J1m+n (K r )
where n is the harmonic number and r is beam radius. The gain function Fc is




Fc(X) = 0.5 g(Y)e dZ
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cavity resonant frequency with beam
cavity resonant frequency without beam
detuning gain fOnction
In Eq.(5), the assumption s<< Q ohmic is made.
E. Calculational procedure
In this code, the starting current or frequency detuning is considered
the y parameter. It is calculated as a function of two other parameters
x and 2 . A range of x must be supplied, as well as discrete values of z As
a typical example, for a mode spectra the starting current would be calculated




All parameters are in MKS units.
All data is inputted as real numbers unless otherwise noted.
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II. INPUT AND OUTPUT
A. Variables
Eleven device parameters are required to calculate linear characteristics.
Each is referenced by a twoletter abbreviation. The following is a table of






































This file, which consists of three-lines, provides information needed by the
program
1. PAR(l), PAR(2),. , PAR(ll)/
PAR(N) = default value of nth variable listed in A.
2. MODE(l), ZERO(l), MODE(2), ZERO(2)....,MODE(N), ZERO(N)/
MODE(N) = index of nth mode. For TE mpq MODE = mp.
ZERO(N) = transverse index of nth mode. For TE mpq the Pth zero of
3 m(x) = 0
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3. K, Es, QTOT, Q(l), X(l), Q(2), X(2),...,Q(QTOT),X(QTOT)/
K = axial wavenumber constant (see Section I.D.).
IE:= stored energy factor (see section I.D.).
QTOT = number of q branches calculated for each TE mode.
Q(N) = value of q for nth branch.
X(N) = approximate value of detuning parameter X corresponding to
nth branch [3].
C. Other Information required during program execution
1. VAR, VALUE
An opportunity to change default value is given.
2. IMODE
IMODE = parameter indicating whether starting current or detuning is
desired.
3. PARX, XMIN, XMAX
PARX = two letter representation of x parameter.
XMIN = lower limit of x parameter.
XMAX = upper limit of x parameter.
4. YMIN, YMAX
YMIN = minimum value of starting current or frequency detuning.
YMAX = maximum value of starting current or frequency detuning.
5. ZPAR, ZNO, Z(1), Z(2),...,Z(ZNO),/
ZPAR = two letter representation of z parameter.
ZNO = number of z values to be inputted.
Z(N) = value of nth z parameter.
6. ICROS
ICROS = parameter indicating cross-sectional structure of RF field.
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7. IPROF
IPROF = parameter specifying type of axial RF profile.
(see Section II.D if you are specifying profile)
8. NHAR
NHAR = harmonic number.
At this point, desired data will be calculated, followed by a prompt for
type of output.
9. IOUT
IOUT = parameter specifying type of output. IOUT = 3 terminates
program.
D. Files and information needed if profile is specified
1. LINPROF. FORTRAN
A Fortran subroutine must be included with the program that contains
the axial profile of the RF field. It should have the following form:
SUBROUTINE LINPROF (Q,Z)
Z = G (Q,Z)
RETURN
END
In this routine, you would provide the axial profile as the function
G. Note that Q is the axial index of TE .
2. If the profile is specified, the parameters K and Es of INPUT.DAT
are ignored. The constant K is asked for specifically, and Es is




2. Date and time of program execution.
3. List of variables and their values. The x and z parameters are
set to zero.
4. Tables of detuning or starting current data for each case requested.
Each table is headed by q and z parameter values.
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III. SAMPLE RUN













vb= 0.650E+05 va= 0.200E+05 br= 0.557E+01
bc= 0.219E+00 mo= 0.300E+01 rr= 0.347E-02
le= 0.150E-01 dc= 0.400E-02 ao= 0.200E+05
ad= 0.116E+04 rc= 0.918E-02
Anv changes? .Print 'not/' or Oparameter-tvalue'
no,/
Choose Plot tve*#(inteser)
(1)Starting current vs. two parameters




Input w Parameter minimumpmaximum
0.,10.

















Input table heading in apostrophes
Starting current for TE(031) and TE(231) modes'
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C. Terminal Output
Startinz current for *FE(031) and TE(231) modes












Standing cross sectional structure.
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